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SUMMARY
The asymmetry (skewness) of marine magnetic anomaly 32 (72.1–73.3 Ma) on the
Pacific plate has been analysed in order to estimate a new palaeomagnetic pole.
Apparent effective remanent inclinations of the seafloor magnetization were calculated
from skewness estimates of 108 crossings of anomaly 32 distributed over the entire
Pacific plate and spanning a great-circle distance of ~12 000 km. The data were
inverted to obtain a palaeomagnetic pole at 72.1°N, 26.8°E with a 95 per cent confidence
ellipse having a 4.0° major semi-axis oriented 98° clockwise of north and a 1.8° minor
semi-axis; the anomalous skewness is 14.2°±3.7°. The possible dependence of anomalous
skewness on spreading rate was investigated with two empirical models and found to
have a negligible effect on our palaeopole analysis over the range of relevant spreading
half-rates, ~25 to ~90 mm yr−1 . The new pole is consistent with the northward
motion for the Pacific plate indicated by coeval palaeocolatitude and palaeoequatorial
data, but differs significantly from, and lies to the northeast of, coeval seamount poles.
We attribute the difference to unmodelled errors in the seamount poles, mainly in the
declinations. Comparison with the northward motion inferred from dated volcanoes
along the Hawaiian–Emperor seamount chain indicates 13° of southward motion of
the Hawaiian hotspot since 73 Ma. When the pole is reconstructed with the Pacific
plate relative to the Pacific hotspots, it differs by 14°–18° from the position of the pole
relative to the Indo–Atlantic hotspots. This has several possible explanations including
bias in one or more of the palaeomagnetic poles, motion between the Pacific and
Indo–Atlantic hotspots, and errors in plate reconstructions relative to the hotspots.

Key words: anomalous skewness, apparent polar wander, hotspots, marine magnetic
anomalies, Pacific plate, palaeomagnetic poles.

anomalous skewness (Weissel & Hayes 1972; Cande & Kent
INTRODUCTION

1976). Anomalous skewness could be isolated for anomalies
with counterparts across a mid-ocean ridge (Cande 1976; CandeSkewness data obtained from marine magnetic anomalies
& Kristoffersen 1977; Cande 1978), but was much harder to(Schouten & McCamy 1972; Schouten & Cande 1976) have
estimate for anomalies with counterparts that have been sub-the potential to improve the accuracy and age resolution of
ducted, as is the case for most counterparts of anomalies on thethe apparent polar wander (APW) path of the Pacific plate by
Pacific plate (Cande 1976). We previously presented a solutionproviding palaeomagnetic poles with well-known ages and by
to this problem by simultaneously estimating anomalous skew-complementing other oceanic palaeomagnetic data such as
ness and a best-fitting palaeomagnetic pole from skewnessseamount poles and palaeocolatitudes determined from the
data from a single plate (Petronotis et al. 1992), and appliedpalaeomagnetic study of azimuthally unoriented core samples.
it to 132 crossings of anomaly 25r on the Pacific plateNew palaeomagnetic poles have important implications for
(Petronotis et al. 1994).plate reconstruction tests, for the motion of the palaeomagnetic

Here we determine a new Maastrichtian palaeomagneticaxis relative to the hotspots, and for testing whether hotspots
pole with usefully compact confidence limits from an analysisare stationary relative to one another.
of the skewness of magnetic anomaly 32 (Fig. 1) [72.1–73.3 MaSome early work applying the skewness method was limited

by the discovery of an apparently systematic error known as on the timescale of Cande & Kent (1992), which is used
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228 K. E. Petronotis and R. G. Gordon

The apparent effective remanent inclination gives a biased

estimate of the true effective remanent inclination. This bias is
termed anomalous skewness (Cande 1976; Petronotis et al. 1992).
Anomalous skewness is a simple empirical parametrization

of differences between the simple magnetization models with
vertical boundaries used in our studies to date and the true
processes and geometry of seafloor magnetization.

Model estimation by least-squares inversion

The effective remanent inclination can be predicted by aFigure 1. Synthetic magnetic profile of the anomaly 28–33 sequence.

The lower curve gives the range of magnetization values used to function that depends on the latitude and longitude of the site,
construct this particular example. The block model illustrates the the latitude and longitude of the palaeomagnetic pole, and the
assumption of vertical boundaries between regions of seafloor with azimuth of the magnetic lineation (Schouten & Cande 1976;
alternating polarities that was used to calculate the magnetic anomaly. Gordon & Cox 1980; Petronotis et al. 1992). We assume that
The chron ages are based on the timescale of Cande & Kent (1992).

throughout this paper]. We analysed the skewness of 108

crossings of anomaly 32 over seafloor formed by Pacific–
Kula, Pacific–Farallon, Pacific–Aluk, Pacific–Bellingshausen,
and Pacific–Antarctic spreading.

METHODS

Relation between skewness and apparent effective
inclination

The first step in a palaeomagnetic analysis of marine magnetic
anomalies is to estimate the skewness of a magnetic anomaly

crossing. The skewness depends on the direction of remanent
magnetization of the seafloor, the present direction of the
Earth’s magnetic field, and the azimuth of the magnetic anomaly

lineation. The skewness is described by a phase parameter, Dh,
which quantifies how much the shape of an observed anomaly
differs from the shape expected above seafloor formed and

observed in a downward vertical magnetic field. The ideal or
reference shape is obtained from synthetic magnetic profiles that
are generated assuming vertical polarity boundaries, vertical

downward ambient magnetic field and remanent magnetization,
magnetization intensities of 0.002–0.02 emu cc−1 (2 to 10 A m−1),
transition widths of 12–16 km, and spreading rates appropriate

for the plate pairs being considered (Fig. 1). Details of these
parameters and how we estimate Dh have been presented in
our earlier papers (Petronotis & Gordon 1989; Petronotis

et al. 1992, 1994).
The next step is the calculation of the apparent effective

remanent inclination, ea , of the seafloor from the experimentally

determined phase shift Dh by

ea=−Dh−e+180° (1)

(Schouten & McCamy 1972; Schouten & Cande 1976;
Figure 2. Map of the Pacific basin showing the locations of crossingsPetronotis et al. 1992), where e, the ambient effective inclination
of anomaly 32. Dotted lines show plate boundaries. Thin dashedat the site, is obtained from
lines show the locations of fracture zones, pseudo-faults, similar

e=tan−1(tan I/sin a) , (2) seafloor features, and the Pacific–Farallon–Aluk triple junction trace.

Seven subregions of the Pacific plate are indicated and labelled as
where a=A−D, I and D are the inclination and declination

follows: KU, Pacific–Kula; NF, northern Pacific–Farallon; CF, central
of the ambient geomagnetic field at the site, which we estimate

Pacific–Farallon; SF, southern Pacific–Farallon; AL, Pacific–Aluk;
from the International Geomagnetic Reference Field, and A, BE, Pacific–Bellingshausen; AN, Pacific–Antarctic. Detailed maps for
the azimuth of the magnetic lineation at the site, is taken to each subregion with identifications of each crossing are available at
be the strike direction that is 90° clockwise of the direction in the following URL: http://terra.rice.edu/department/faculty/gordon/

skewness/c32which the seafloor becomes younger.
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T he palaeomagnetic pole of the Pacific plate 229

anomalous skewness is the same at all sites (Petronotis et al. of the magnetic layer (Cande 1978; Roest et al. 1992; Dyment

et al. 1994). Our earlier estimation of a palaeomagnetic pole1992). Since anomalous skewness and the coordinates of the
pole are unknown, we use trial values for these parameters to for chron 25r showed that when the range of spreading rates

is small, the variation of anomalous skewness has a negligiblecalculate a model apparent effective inclination at each site:

effect on the pole (Petronotis et al. 1994). In a later section
em=er−ha , (3)

we investigate the different ways in which anomalous skewness
can depend on spreading rate and how these can affect thewhere ha is the anomalous skewness and er is the effective

remanent inclination, which is given by er=tan−1 (tan Ir/sin ar), palaeomagnetic pole for chron 32.
in which ar=A−Dr . The model apparent effective inclinations
(em ) are then compared with the observations; that is the

Confidence limits
apparent effective remanent inclinations (ea ). The method
for finding the least-squares estimates of pole latitude, pole Confidence limits on the best-fitting pole and anomalous

skewness are propagated from the uncertainties assigned tolongitude, and anomalous skewness, as well as the method for

estimating the information contribution (‘importance’) of each the apparent effective inclinations by two alternative methods:
constant-chi-square boundaries and linear propagation of errors.datum, are described by Petronotis et al. (1992).

This formulation neglects the possible dependence of The latter method approximates the constant-chi-square con-

fidence region of the palaeomagnetic pole well only if the dataanomalous skewness on spreading rate or on depth or thickness

Figure 3. Profiles obtained over seafloor produced by Pacific–Kula seafloor spreading. (Left panels) Original profiles projected perpendicular to

lineation strike. (Right panels) Phase-shifted profiles. The phase shift (Dh) that best deskews anomaly 32 and the quality (Q) of the anomaly are

shown on the right side of the deskewed profile. The synthetic profiles show the sequence from anomaly 33n (on the left) to anomaly 28n (on the

right). The synthetics show the same sequence on all such plots unless otherwise indicated. The east longitude of the profiles increases from the

top to the bottom of the figure.
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230 K. E. Petronotis and R. G. Gordon

Figure 4. Profiles obtained over seafloor between 45°N and 22°N produced by Pacific–Farallon seafloor spreading. The north latitude of the

profiles decreases from the top to the bottom of the figure.
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T he palaeomagnetic pole of the Pacific plate 231

Figure 4. (Continued.)

Figure 5. Profiles obtained over seafloor between 22°N and 6°N produced by Pacific–Farallon seafloor spreading. The north latitude of the

profiles decreases from the top to the bottom of the figure.
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232 K. E. Petronotis and R. G. Gordon

Figure 6. Profiles obtained over seafloor between 8°S and 35°S produced by Pacific–Farallon seafloor spreading. The south latitude of the profiles

increases from the top to the bottom of the figure.

Figure 7. Profiles obtained over seafloor produced by Pacific–Aluk seafloor spreading. Original profiles are shown as recorded. The east longitude

of the profiles decreases from the top to the bottom the figure. The synthetic profiles show the sequence from anomaly 33 to anomaly 30.

Figure 8. Profiles obtained over seafloor produced by Pacific–Bellingshausen seafloor spreading. The east longitude of the profiles decreases from

the top to the bottom the figure.
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T he palaeomagnetic pole of the Pacific plate 233

are sufficient in number and well distributed over the Pacific groups separately by finding a best-fitting pole, anomalous
skewness, and summed squared error for each group. Theplate, whereas the former method works well even if the data
uncertainty then assigned to each datum is the standardare sparse (Petronotis et al. 1992, 1994). The confidence
deviation found for its group. The final pole is computed bylimits are tested through the use of Monte Carlo simulations
combining the data from all the groups.(Petronotis et al. 1992, 1994).

Because the data are of unequal quality due to varying
amplitudes and noise that may be caused by rough seafloor PROFILE DESCRIPTION AND SKEWNESS
topography, magnetic storms that occurred during the collection ESTIMATES
of the data, propagating rifts, the proximity of fracture zones,

We present results from 108 crossings of anomaly 32: 19
data gaps, etc., the first step is to assign each datum to a

recording Pacific–Kula spreading (Figs 2 and 3), 55 recording
quality group of A, B, C, or D, with A being the best and D

Pacific–Farallon spreading (Figs 2, 4, 5 and 6), three record-
being the worst. A few additional possible crossings of anomaly

ing Pacific–Aluk spreading (Figs 2 and 7), 11 recording Pacific–
32 were rejected because the identification of the anomaly Bellingshausen spreading (Figs 2 and 8), and 20 recording
was suspect. Profiles with higher amplitudes and consistent Pacific–Antarctic spreading (Figs 2 and 9).
appearances are generally included in groups A and B, whereas
low-amplitude profiles such as those near the equator, profiles

Pacific–Kula crossings
with atypical appearances or data gaps, and profiles digitized
from published figures are included in groups C and D. The We analysed 19 crossings of anomaly 32 on profiles over

Pacific–Kula seafloor. One crossing is located west of thenext step is to estimate the standard deviation of each of these

Figure 9. Profiles obtained over seafloor produced by Pacific–Antarctic seafloor spreading. The east longitude of the profiles decreases from the

top to the bottom the figure.
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234 K. E. Petronotis and R. G. Gordon

Stalemate fracture zone, one between the Stalemate and Rat the east of anomaly 32A on profiles POL7103g and POL7103i.

Between the Murray and Molokai fracture zones, ELT30 andfracture zones, three between the Rat and Adak fracture zones,
five between the Adak and Amlia fracture zones, and nine east JPYN01BD were the only profiles whose low amplitude and

atypical appearance warranted a D rating.of the Amlia fracture zone (‘KU’ in Fig. 2). The existence of

the Adak fracture zone was first suggested by Grim & Erickson
(1969) and later supported by Rea & Dixon (1983). Lonsdale

Central Pacific–Farallon crossings
(1988) presented a revised seafloor interpretation for the region

south of the Aleutian trench that calls for fracture zones that The 15 profiles in this group lie south of the Molokai fracture
zone and north of the Clipperton fracture zone (‘CF’ in Fig. 2).are oblique to the anomaly pattern. His new interpretation

applies only to anomaly 32A and younger anomalies, however, The peak-to-trough amplitudes range from 75 to 100 nT. As

discussed by Acton & Gordon (1991) and Petronotis et al.and still shows a north–south fracture zone adjacent to anomaly
32. In Fig. 2 we show the north–south version of the Adak
fracture zone as in the map of Atwater & Severinghaus (1989).

The Pacific–Kula anomalies have high amplitudes (500–700 nT
peak to trough) throughout the region. Thus, the estimation
of the skewness of each of these anomaly crossings is straight-

forward, with most estimates of Dh ranging from 86° to 112°,
one estimate of 69°, and one estimate of 128° (Fig. 3). The
nine category C profiles include profile SI932005a, in which

there is no separation between anomaly 32A and the young
end of anomaly 32; profile L878NP, in which the young end
of anomaly 32 has an irregular appearance probably caused

by the presence of a seamount observed in the bathymetry;
and profiles GECS-BMV and CMAPPI5A, in which the

anomaly 32 crossings are wider than expected. The unusual
width of GECS-BMV and CMAPPI5A may be related to their
proximity to the Adak fracture zone (Fig. 2).

Pacific–Farallon crossings

It is convenient to divide the profiles collected over seafloor
produced by Pacific-Farallon spreading into three groups:
northern (north of 22°N; ‘NF’ in Fig. 2); central (between the

equator and 22°N; ‘CF’ in Fig. 2); and southern (south of 5°S;
‘SF’ in Fig. 2).

Northern Pacific–Farallon crossings

Of the 36 profiles analysed in this group, six lie south of the

Great Magnetic Bight but north of the Surveyor fracture zone,
one between the Surveyor and Mendocino fracture zones, one
between the Pau and Pioneer fracture zones, 14 between the

Pioneer and Murray fracture zones, and 14 between the Murray
and Molokai fracture zones (‘NF’ in Fig. 2). These profiles
typically have peak-to-trough amplitudes that range from

300–400 nT in the north to 100–200 nT in the south (Fig. 4).
The phase shifts we estimate range from 15° to 111° with a
gradual progression towards higher phase shifts from north to

south (Fig. 4).
Profiles with atypical appearances north of the Pioneer

fracture zone include C1109b, YAQ701, and KH7002b, which
were given a C rating, and POL7004, which was given a D
rating. Bathymetric data indicate the presence of seamounts

or ridges, which probably affect the shape of C1109b, YAQ701,
and POL7004. Between the Pioneer and Murray fracture
zones, Atwater & Severinghaus (1989, especially their plate 3b)

Figure 10. (a) Range of spreading half-rates estimated from the dis-
mapped a ‘wandering small offset’ and interpreted it as the

tance between the young end of anomaly 33 and the boundary between
long-term manifestation of persistent overlapping spreading

anomalies 30/31. The two-letter codes denote the seven geographical
centres (Macdonald et al. 1988). This extra anomaly contributes subgroups of data used in the text. (b) Observed (solid circles) and
to the atypical appearance of profiles POL7103d, NOVA01AR, predicted [open circles: Engebretson et al. (1984); open squares: Rosa
POL7103e, POL7103f, POL7103h, and POL7103j, which were & Molnar (1988)] spreading half-rates versus distance from the stage

pole of rotation for Pacific–Farallon profiles.assigned to quality category D, and can be further traced to
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T he palaeomagnetic pole of the Pacific plate 235

Figure 11. Palaeomagnetic poles and associated confidence limits for quality subgroups A (circle, horizontal stripes), B (square, zig-zag lines),

C (diamond, diagonal stripes), and D (hexagon, vertical lines). The best-fitting pole from all data (star) and its associated 95 per cent confidence

region (unshaded) are also shown. The confidence limits of subsets A–D were computed using the technique of constant-chi-square boundaries.

(1992), the identification of the anomaly sequence is made anomaly 32 is interrupted by a small data gap. The D rating

of profiles POL6702 and C0905 was assigned for the atypicaldifficult by the low amplitudes, highly skewed shapes, and
steep north–south gradient in skewness. By phase shifting these appearance of anomalies 31r, 32r and 32a.
profiles, we are able to identify the anomaly sequence despite

the low amplitudes.
Pacific–Aluk crossingsNine profiles are distributed along ~6° of latitude between

the Molokai and Clarion fracture zones (Fig. 2) and provide the The three profiles in this group (‘AL’ in Fig. 2) lie just to the
most important data because they bracket the palaeoequator NE of the Heezen fracture zone, have moderate amplitudes of
(~18°N), where the effective inclinations change the fastest 350–400 nT, and phase shifts of 23°, 53° and 72°. Two of the
with latitude (Figs 10 and 11). Consequently they give tight profiles were given a C rating because they have atypical
constraints on the location of the palaeomagnetic pole. The appearances, which are caused by rough seafloor on the young
six profiles between the Clarion and Clipperton fracture zones side of anomaly 32. Profile ELT20 was given a D rating
are slightly less important and provide useful information on because it crosses anomaly 32 twice. Of the two crossings on
the location of anomalies 28 to 33 in this region. Despite their this profile only the eastern one appears complete and was the
low amplitudes, the deskewed crossings of anomaly 32 have a only one phase-shifted (Fig. 7). An added complication in this
consistent appearance (Fig. 5). The phase shifts range from 90° region is the uncertainty associated with the azimuth of the
to 160° in the northern group, and from 147° to 202° in the anomaly 32 lineation. The seafloor formed by Pacific–Aluk
southern group. Uncertainties for these profiles were assigned spreading covers a small region, which is traversed by few
conservatively: nine to category C and six to category D. profiles. The azimuth used in our calculations was estimated

from Fig. 3 of Cande et al. (1982).

Southern Pacific–Farallon crossings
Pacific–Bellingshausen crossings

This group includes one profile between the Galapagos and
Marquesas fracture zones and three profiles south of Austral The 11 profiles in this group lie SW of the Heezen fracture zone

and NE of the magnetic bight separating seafloor created byfracture zone (‘SF’ in Fig. 2). The sparsity of crossings of
anomaly 32 between the Galapagos and Austral fracture zones Pacific–Antarctic spreading from seafloor created by Pacific–

Bellingshausen spreading (at 185°E, between the Endeavor andis mainly due to the presence of the Marquesas and Society

island chains, which lie partly on chron 32 seafloor. These Udintsev fracture zones; ‘BE’ in Fig. 2) (Stock & Molnar
1987). These profiles are of high quality because of their highprofiles have peak-to-trough amplitudes that increase from

~100 to ~200 nT from north to south (Fig. 6). Although the amplitudes, which increase from ~400 to ~500 nT from east

to west (Fig. 8). Profile KH6804-C, which has a narrower thanamplitudes are higher than for the central Pacific–Farallon
group of profiles, the slow spreading rates make skewness expected crossing of anomaly 32 presumably caused by a

change in the ship-track direction, was given a C rating. Theanalysis of this group just as challenging as for the central

Farallon group. The phase shifts range from −49° to +16°. category D profiles consist of those digitized from published
figures (Christoffel & Falconer 1972). The phase shifts rangeOne profile was rated category C, and three as category D.

Profile ELT29 was assigned a D rating because its crossing of from 7° to 48° (Fig. 8).
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236 K. E. Petronotis and R. G. Gordon

Spreading ratesPacific–Antarctic crossings

The 20 profiles of this group extend from NE of the Endeavor As a test of the consistency of our interpretation of the magnetic
anomalies and to provide a basis for analysing the dependencefracture zone to SW of fracture zone XIII (‘AN’ in Fig. 2) and

have amplitudes that decrease from ~500 to ~250 nT from of anomalous skewness on spreading rate, we examined the
variation in spreading rates along the ancient Pacific–Kula,NE to SW (Fig. 9). The anomaly crossings are of moderate to

high quality, with five rated category A, five category B, three Pacific–Farallon, Pacific–Aluk, Pacific–Bellingshausen, and

Pacific–Antarctic spreading centres. Half-rates were estimatedcategory C, and seven category D. Profiles ELT27 and END.N
were rated D because of the atypical appearance of the young by comparing the observed anomaly 30/31 to 33 sequence with

synthetic magnetic-anomaly profiles.end of anomaly 32. Profile END.K was penalized for its

relatively low amplitude, and ELT43 for the atypical appear- Estimated Pacific–Kula half-rates range from 46 to
65 mm yr−1 (Fig. 10), which are similar to, or slightly fasterance of the older end of anomaly 32. Four of the category D

profiles were digitized from published figures (Christoffel & than, the 47–53 mm yr−1 implied by the anomaly 33–30

stage pole and angular rate of Engebretson et al. (1984) andFalconer 1972). The phase shifts range from −16° to 85°, with
most between 20° and 50° (Fig. 9). about double the 27–34 mm yr−1 rate implied by the anomaly

(a)

(b)

Figure 12. (a) Apparent effective remanent inclinations shown in their present geographical locations. The light bars correspond to values between

5° and 94° and the dark bars to values between −8 and −165°. (b) Observed (open circles) and modelled (solid squares) apparent effective

remanent inclinations versus palaeolatitude. The modelled apparent effective remanent inclinations are calculated from the single best-fitting pole

and anomalous skewness determined from the entire data set. The excellent data coverage around the palaeoequator where the effective inclinations

change the fastest results in tight confidence limits for the palaeomagnetic pole.
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T he palaeomagnetic pole of the Pacific plate 237

32–30/31 stage pole and angle of Rosa & Molnar (1988). reduction of variance and gives a value of the F statistic of

56.5 with 1 versus 105 degrees of freedom. The probabilityEstimated half-rates for northern Pacific–Farallon spreading
range from 37 to 47 mm y−1, those for central Pacific–Farallon of F being this large or larger by chance is 2×10−11. This by

no means proves that anomalous skewness is uniform andspreading range from 41 to 47 mm yr−1, and those for southern

Pacific–Farallon spreading range from 42 mm yr−1 at 8°S to independent of spreading rate or other variables, but it does
show that this simple one-parameter adjustment gives a highly26 mm yr−1 at 35°S (Fig. 10). The northern and central half-

rates are slightly faster than those calculated from the anomaly significant improvement in fit and can explain a considerable

fraction of the variance in the data.34–25 stage pole and angular rate of Engebretson et al. (1984),
and ~35 per cent faster than those calculated from the Each apparent effective inclination is compared with its

corresponding model effective inclination in Fig. 12, whereanomaly 30/31–25 stage pole and angle of Rosa & Molnar

(1988) (Fig. 10). The southernmost Pacific–Farallon half-rates both are plotted against site palaeolatitude calculated from the
best-fitting palaeomagnetic pole. Model effective inclinationsare similar to the half-rates calculated from both models

(Fig. 10). The half-rates estimated for Pacific–Aluk spreading range from −116° for the easternmost Pacific–Antarctic cross-

ings to +61° for the northernmost Pacific–Farallon crossings.are 89 mm yr−1, those for Pacific–Bellingshausen spreading
range from 42 to 47 mm yr−1, and those for Pacific–Antarctic The data from profiles between the Molokai and Clarion

fracture zones, with 33.6 per cent of the total importance,spreading range from 36 mm yr−1 east of the Endeavor fracture

zone to 29 mm yr−1 west of fracture zone XIII (Fig. 10). contribute more information than do those from any other
region of similar size (Fig. 13, Table 1). The good data coverage
near the palaeoequator, where effective inclination changes the

RESULTS
fastest with palaeolatitude, accounts for the small confidence
region of the palaeomagnetic pole. At low palaeolatitudes,

Main palaeomagnetic results
small changes in estimated pole position cause large changes

in predicted value of effective inclination (Acton & GordonThe standard deviations estimated by separately inverting each
group of effective inclinations are 10.4° for the 18 data in 1991). This effect outweighs the larger uncertainties that we

assign to these low-palaeolatitude data. The new palaeo-category A, 14.0° for the 19 data in category B, 20.2° for the
41 data in category C, and 25.1° for the 30 data in category D. magnetic pole implies that the palaeoequator lies about

midway between the Molokai and Clarion fracture zones.The best-fitting poles from only the data in each group differ

insignificantly from one another (Fig. 11). The combined best- The second largest information contribution, 21 per cent,
comes from the corridor between the Murray and Molokaifitting pole, found from all 108 data with each datum assigned

an uncertainty equal to the standard deviation of its group, is fracture zones. The Pacific–Antarctic data contribute 14.7

per cent, the Pacific–Kula data 8.2 per cent, the Pacific–located at 71.2°N, 26.8°E and has a 95 per cent confidence
ellipse with a 4.0° major semi-axis striking N98°E and a 1.8° Bellingshausen data 7.4 per cent, the southern Pacific–Farallon

data 1.4 per cent, and the Pacific–Aluk data 1.0 per cent. Theminor semi-axis (Fig. 11). The best-fitting value of anomalous

skewness is 14.2°±3.7° (95 per cent confidence level ) (Table 1). gap in southern Pacific–Farallon data falls where the effective
inclination curve becomes almost level (Fig. 12b); filling this gapAllowing anomalous skewness to adjust instead of fixing it

at zero decreases x2 from 165.2 to 108.7, which is a 34 per cent would contribute little new information to the pole position.

Figure 13. Data importances shown in their present geographical locations. The high values between ~3°S and 10°N show the high information

content of the low-palaeolatitude data.
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238 K. E. Petronotis and R. G. Gordon

Regional constraints on the pole position and anomalous were further divided into three and two parts, respectively. 10

great semicircles, each of which is the locus of pole positionsskewness are illustrated in Fig. 14. To make these figures,
the data were first divided into the seven tectonic regions consistent with the mean effective inclination of a region, are

shown in Fig. 14(a) with no adjustment for anomalous skew-(Kula, north Farallon, central Farallon, south Farallon, Aluk,

Bellingshausen, and Antarctic) discussed above. The two highest- ness. If there were no uncertainty in the data and if there were
no anomalous skewness, the great semicircles would intersectinformation regions, north Farallon and central Farallon,
at a point, which they do not. Fig. 14(b) shows the same 10

great semicircles after adjustment for the best estimate of
anomalous skewness. Although they still do not intersect at a
point, their dispersion about the best-fitting pole is greatly

reduced.
A possible source of systematic error in this type of

analysis is the magnetic lineation azimuth used. To investi-

gate the sensitivity of the results to the lineation azimuth we
recalculated the pole and anomalous skewness using different
azimuths at each site. We inverted 10 additional synthetic data

sets in which the lineation azimuths vary from −6° to +6°
relative to the values calculated from published plate-motion
models. The results of this experiment are shown in Fig. 15.

The synthetic values of anomalous skewness are 0.5° to 1.6°
different from the preferred value, well within the assigned 95
per cent confidence limits. Because large consistent errors in

the estimate of lineation azimuth seem unlikely given the
consistency of all the plate-motion models that are available,

it seems unlikely that a consistent error in lineation azimuth
could bias the pole by more than the degree or so of variation
shown in Fig. 15(a). It is more likely that there are small

uncorrelated variations in lineation azimuth, which would
produce even smaller changes in the location of the pole than
are shown in Fig. 15(a). A systematic error in lineation azimuth

would cause the uncertainties in the chron 32 pole to be
slightly overestimated or underestimated if the true azimuths
are respectively clockwise or counterclockwise of our estimates.

As expected from the large number of data and their good
geographical distribution, the confidence region of the pole
obtained from the linear propagation of errors is an excellent

approximation of the region obtained from the constant-
chi-square boundaries technique (Fig. 16a). The results from
Monte Carlo simulations further corroborate the confidence

limits found from the linear propagation of errors. Of the
10 000 simulated best-fitting poles, 9457 fell within the 95 per
cent confidence limits (Fig. 16b).

Anomalous skewness versus spreading rate

Prior studies indicate that anomalous skewness increases as
spreading rate decreases (Cande 1976, 1978; Roest et al. 1992;
Dyment et al. 1994). Here we use our data to examine further

whether and how anomalous skewness varies with spread-
ing rate. First, we obtain an empirical relationship between

anomalous skewness and spreading rate from the data com-

(a)

(b)

Figure 14. (a) Map of the northern polar region showing loci of piled by Roest et al. (1992), from the value of anomalous
pole positions consistent with the mean effective inclination of each skewness obtained here, and from the average spreading rate
of the seven geographical subregions. Profile KU is representative of of the profiles we analysed. We determined a best-fitting line
the Pacific–Kula region; profiles NF1, NF2, NF3, CF1, CF2, and SF of from a data set comprising our mean result for anomaly 32
the northern, central, and southern Pacific–Farallon regions, respectively; plus the data compiled by Roest et al. (1992) for the anomalous
profile AL of the Pacific–Aluk region; profile BE of the Pacific–

skewness of anomalies 33 and 34 versus spreading rate. That
Bellingshausen region; and profile AN of the Pacific–Antarctic region.

best-fitting line is given by the following equation (Fig. 17a):
For anomalous skewness equal to zero the best-fitting pole is located

at 69.3°N, 22.5°E. (b) For anomalous skewness equal to its best-fitting ha=60.68°−1.037u , (4)
value (14.2°), the agreement of the great semicircles improves, with

where u is the spreading half-rate in mm yr−1. This estimateonly the southern Pacific–Farallon great semicircle still showing a

discrepancy. Tick marks are shown every 10° (stereographic projection). is dominated by the anomalous skewness of anomalies 33 and
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T he palaeomagnetic pole of the Pacific plate 239

(a)

(b)

Figure 15. Inversions of synthetic data sets whose azimuths have been altered by −6° to +6° relative to the values calculated from published

plate-motion models. (a) Geographical locations of palaeomagnetic poles. The shaded confidence regions correspond to −6°, −4°, and −2°
changes in azimuth. The unshaded confidence regions correspond to +2°, +4°, and +6° changes in azimuth. The dashed outline represents the

95 per cent confidence region of the preferred pole. (b) Anomalous skewness values with 95 per cent confidence limits.

34 and may not apply to anomaly 32. We can use this equation eastwards to 72.3°N, 28.9°E, still within the 95 per cent
confidence region of the preferred pole.to estimate a correction for anomalous skewness as a function

of the spreading half-rate for an individual crossing of anomaly We also tested for any trend in residual skewness (relative to

our best-fitting model assuming no spreading rate dependence32. When this correction is applied to the apparent effective
inclinations for anomaly 32, the fit of the model to the data of anomalous skewness) versus spreading half-rate. We find

only an insignificant correlation (Fig. 18). Because independentbecomes much worse, with x2 increasing from 108.7 to 181.7.
The corrected pole moves westwards to 71.5°N, 19.6°E, still data, as well as published models of seafloor magnetization

with non-vertical polarity boundaries, indicate that any slopewithin the 95 per cent confidence region of the preferred pole.

Second, we test whether there is a linear relationship should not be positive but negative, we prefer to use the pole
obtained assuming that anomalous skewness is independent ofbetween anomalous skewness and spreading rate in our

data. Surprisingly, the best-fitting straight line (x2=102.4) for spreading rate.

Published estimates of anomalous skewness as a function ofanomalous skewness versus spreading rate has a positive slope
(Fig. 17b) and is described by the following equation (Fig. 17a): spreading rate for anomalies 5 to 21 (Fig. 17) indicate only a

weak dependence for half-rates exceeding ~20 mm yr−1, but
ha=−2.42°+0.383u . (5)

a strong dependence for half-rates less than ~20 mm yr−1
(Fig. 17). Perhaps the spreading rate dependence of anomalousThe slope term has 95 per cent confidence limits of ±0.312

and differs significantly from zero. The corrected pole moves skewness for anomaly 32 is more like that for anomalies 5 to 21
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240 K. E. Petronotis and R. G. Gordon

Figure 16. (a) Map of the northern polar region showing the chron

32 pole with its confidence regions. The dashed line is the 95 per cent

confidence ellipse obtained from linear propagation of errors. The

solid lines are the regions corresponding to the standard error (closest

to the pole), 95 per cent, and 99 per cent (farthest from the pole)

confidence levels, respectively, and were calculated using constant

contours of x2 (Petronotis et al. 1992). The 95 per cent confidence

regions calculated using the two different methods are in excellent
Figure 17. (a) Dependence of anomalous skewness on spreading rateagreement. (b) Monte Carlo simulations: 9457 out of 10 000 simulated
as inferred from the results of many studies (modified from Roest et al.poles were included within the 95 per cent confidence limits of the
1992; Petronotis et al. 1994). Slow spreading rates tend to have higherpole. Here, we show a representative subset of 1000 simulations.
values of anomalous skewness for a given anomaly than do fast

spreading rates. The chron 32 estimate from this paper is shown by

the solid hexagon at the average half-rate of all our data. The solid

line represents a least-squares straight-line fit (eq. 4) to the 32 and
than like that for anomalies 33 and 34. If so, given that few of

33–34 data (solid symbols). The dashed line represents the linear
our data for anomaly 32 are from half-rates less than 20 mm yr−1, correction that best fits the chron 32 effective inclinations only (eq. 5).
any spreading rate dependence is likely to be weak. Moreover, (b) Experiment conducted to determine which linear correction best
the range of spreading rates sampled by our data is very fits the chron 32 effective inclinations. We obtained the minimum x2 for

a slope of 0.383°±0.312° (95 per cent confidence level ) of anomalousnarrow, with 97 of the 108 skewness estimates coming from
skewness per mm yr−1 of spreading half-rate. The square representsprofiles with half-rates between 28 and 47 mm yr−1, and the
the x2 value obtained by applying the linear correction calculated fromspreading rate dependence, if any, may not be resolvable. It is
the least-squares line fit to the 32 and 33–34 data (solid line above).

interesting to note that the two crossings with the slowest rates
The circle represents the value obtained for no correction (i.e. for the

have large negative residuals, consistent with the expected preferred pole).
larger values of anomalous skewness (Fig. 18), but there are

far too few crossings with slow rates to draw any firm

conclusions.
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T he palaeomagnetic pole of the Pacific plate 241

Comparison with other palaeomagnetic and
palaeolatitude data

The new pole differs insignificantly from, but indicates a few
degrees less northward motion of the Pacific plate than, other
Maastrichtian-age palaeocolatitude and palaeoequatorial data
(Fig. 19). The new pole differs significantly, however, from
presumably coeval poles obtained from seamount magnetism.
Fig. 19 shows the locations of poles for seven seamounts with
ages between 65 and 80 Ma. Except for two poles determined
for the Von Valtier seamount by Hildebrand & Parker (1987),
the seamount poles are grouped in a swath lying west, south-
west, and south of our new pole. All the seamount poles lie
outside the 95 per cent confidence limit of our new pole. The
four seamount poles having 95 per cent confidence regions
differ significantly from our new pole. Moreover, many of the
seamount poles are inconsistent with one another. Among the
four distinct seamount poles having confidence regions, four
of the six possible comparisons indicate significant differences.
The only two insignificant differences are between Erimo and
the two other poles included in its large confidence region.

Parker (1991) argues that palaeopoles determined from
Figure 18. Effective inclination residuals versus spreading half-rates.

seamount surveys are probably much less reliable than has
The line that best fits the data has an intercept of 9.697 and a

been assumed in prior work, including his own work based onslope of −0.220±0.365 (95 per cent confidence limits). The various
the semi-norm minimization approach. He cites results fromsubregions are represented by squares (Kula), right-pointing triangles
dredging that indicate that seamounts (as well as the seafloor)(northern Farallon), diamonds (central Farallon), downward-pointing
contain many pockets of highly magnetic material, whichtriangles (southern Farallon), hexagons (Aluk), upward-pointing
implies that a uniform model of magnetization, as has beentriangles (Bellingshausen), and circles (Antarctica).

assumed in estimating nearly all seamount poles, is a poor

Figure 19. Comparison of Maastrichtian palaeomagnetic data. The star (S) represents the chron 32 skewness pole. The solid and dashed lines

represent the palaeolatitudes inferred from Giant Piston Core 3 and palaeoequatorial sediment facies data from DSDP sites 171 and 313,

respectively. Seamount poles are shown for Paumakua, Wageman (W), H11, Haydn (H), Mendelssohn (M), Erimo, and Von Valtier seamounts.

Multiple symbols are used to represent seamount poles calculated for the same seamount from different data sets or by different methods: least-

squares (open circles, Sager & Pringle 1988), least-squares (solid circles, Hildebrand & Parker 1987), and semi-norm minimization (solid squares,

Hildebrand & Parker 1987). Seamount pole 95 per cent confidence regions are shown for those poles calculated by semi-norm minimization.

Meridians and parallels are shown every 10°.
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242 K. E. Petronotis and R. G. Gordon

Figure 20. Apparent polar wander path of the Pacific plate. The poles shown are a 125 Ma pole (Petronotis et al. 1992), 72 Ma, 82 Ma, and

88 Ma poles (Sager & Pringle 1988), the 73 Ma skewness pole calculated here, a 65 Ma pole (Acton & Gordon 1991), a 57 Ma skewness pole

(Petronotis et al. 1994), a 39 Ma pole (Acton & Gordon 1994), and a 26 Ma pole (Acton & Gordon 1994) calculated from palaeolatitude data.

The chron 32 pole suggests very rapid northward APW (1.89°±0.38° Myr−1) from 82 to 73 Ma and complex APW between 73 and 57 Ma.

Meridians and parallels are shown every 10°.
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T he palaeomagnetic pole of the Pacific plate 243

Table 1. (Continued.)

The apparent effective inclination, ea , was obtained from the phase

shift Dh using eq. (1), where Dh is the quantity opposite to Schouten

& Cande’s (1976) h. The model effective inclination, e
m
, was calculated

from the best-fitting values for palaeomagnetic pole latitude, longitude,

and anomalous skewness (Petronotis et al. 1992). Although ordinary

palaeomagnetic inclinations are defined only between −90° and +90°,
effective remanent inclinations of the seafloor can be usefully defined

between −180° and +180° (Gordon & Cox 1980). Values between

−90° and +90° correspond to magnetic vectors with a positive

horizontal component in the direction in which seafloor age decreases,

and other values correspond to magnetic vectors with a positive

horizontal component in the direction in which seafloor age increases

(Gordon & Cox 1980). ‘†’ indicates profiles digitized from Christoffel

& Falconer (1972). The nn, ne, na, ee, ea, and aa elements of the error

covariance matrix are respectively 0.577, −0.304, 0.717, 2.584, 0.396,

and 3.567 in units of (great-circle) degrees squared, where ‘n’ denotes

north, ‘e’ denotes east, and ‘a’ denotes anomalous skewness.

approximation. He shows that when large fluctuations in
Pacific apparent polar wander

intensity of magnetization are permitted in his models, the
direction of magnetization is poorly constrained. His results The new chron 32 (73 Ma) palaeomagnetic pole differs signi-

ficantly from and lies 7.8 great-circle degrees to the ENE of aindicate that uncertainties in seamount poles are large, far

larger than illustrated for the four examples shown in Fig. 19. previously estimated coeval (72 Ma) pole for the Pacific plate
(Fig. 20) (Sager & Pringle 1988). The longitude of this pre-These arguments, however, do not imply that skewness poles

suffer from this limitation. Our new pole is determined from viously estimated pole is strongly influenced by the inclusion

of five seamount poles, and seems unlikely to be as reliable asmore than 100 crossings of magnetic anomaly 32 distributed
over more than 12 000 km, whereas a typical seamount survey the longitude of the new pole. The new 73 Ma pole lies even

farther from the published 82 Ma pole (Gordon 1983; Sagerused to determine a seamount pole typically incorporates a
half dozen or so crossings over distances typically less than & Pringle 1988) than does the previously estimated 72 Ma

pole. Thus, insofar as the 82 Ma pole is accurate, it indicates~50 km. A seamount pole is subject to uncertainties that

are strongly correlated between distinct profiles. A crossing of fast APW from 82 to 73 Ma. However, the published 82 Ma
pole relies mainly on seamount poles and is currently open toanomaly 32 may be just as susceptible as a seamount crossing

to fluctuations in the magnetic intensity of the source material. question. Unpublished analyses of the skewness of Pacific plate

anomalies 33n (74–79 Ma) and 33r (79–83 Ma) give poles thatBecause of the wide spacing between the profiles we use,
however, there is little reason to expect these fluctuations to are similar to the chron 32 pole that we present here and thus

indicate little, if any, APW between 82 and 73 Ma (Vasas,be correlated from profile to profile. These fluctuations, then,

are expected merely to increase the dispersion of apparent Gordon & Petronotis, in preparation). These unpublished results
agree better with basalt colatitude data (Cox & Gordon 1984)effective inclination about the best-fitting model, which is

already fully reflected in our confidence limits. than do the seamount poles. In particular, new palaeolatitude
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244 K. E. Petronotis and R. G. Gordon

data from Detroit seamount agree decisively better with our For almost all ages greater than 39 Ma, the Pacific plate

has had greater northward motion relative to the hotspotsunpublished skewness poles than with the seamount poles
than it has had relative to the spin axis (Fig. 21). The northward(Tarduno & Cottrell 1997).
motion suggested by the new 73 Ma pole is slightly less than

that suggested by coeval sediment facies data, but is within
the ~5° uncertainty of the latter (Fig. 19) (Gordon & Cape

Comparison with Pacific plate motion relative to hotspots 1981). The consistency of the chron 25r and chron 32 palaeo-

magnetic poles with the equatorial sediment facies data overIt is well established that the Hawaiian hotspot shifted ~8°
the earlier time interval excludes an explanation depending onsouthwards relative to the palaeomagnetic axis during
the presence of large non-dipole components of the palaeo-Cenozoic times (Kono 1980; Gordon & Cape 1981; Gordon
magnetic field to explain the inferred southward drift of the1982, 1983; Sager 1983, 1987). In Fig. 21 we show a compilation
Hawaiian hotspot.of the northward-motion data of the Pacific plate that were

Most of the data in Fig. 21, in particular the skewness data,
used in these studies.

may be best explained by two episodes of latitudinal drift of
the Hawaiian hotspot. If one accepts the 88 Ma pole deter-
mined from seamounts, but rejects the 82 Ma poles determined

from seamounts, the earlier episode, which corresponds to the
dashed-line segment labelled ‘N’ in Fig. 21, began near 88 Ma,
ended near 81 Ma, and resulted in rapid northward motion of

the Hawaiian hotspot (~11° in ~7 Myr for a drift rate of
~170 mm yr−1 ). The later episode, which corresponds to the
dashed-line segment labelled ‘S’ in Fig. 21, began near 81 Ma,

ended near 39 Ma, and resulted in southward motion of the
Hawaiian hotspot (~14° in ~42 Myr for a drift rate of

~40 mm yr−1 ). In both cases, the timing and magnitude of
drift is open to question because of the critical role of the 88
and the 39 Ma palaeomagnetic poles, which were determined

mainly from seamount poles. The result that remains firm,
however, is that both the 57 and 73 Ma poles show distinctly
less northward motion than indicated by the present latitude

of coeval volcanoes on the Emperor chain: 9° less northward
motion for the 57 Ma pole and 13° less for the 73 Ma pole.

The shift of the palaeomagnetic pole relative to the Pacific
hotspots is fully specified in Fig. 22, in which the 57 and 73 Ma

Figure 21. Northward motion of the Pacific plate inferred from dated poles determined from skewness are reconstructed with the
seamounts and islands of the Hawaiian–Emperor chain (solid circles), Pacific plate relative to the hotspots. The rotation for 57 Ma,
palaeomagnetic poles (solid squares, solid triangles, and star), palaeo-

37.88° about 55.47°N, 71.16°W, and the rotation for 73 Ma,
magnetically determined palaeolatitudes from azimuthally unoriented

43.65° about 48.57°N, 77.22°W, were interpolated from the
cores (open diamonds), and sediment facies that record the passage of

rotations given in Table 2. The position of the palaeomagneticthe plate through the equatorial zone (open squares). Solid squares
axis relative to the hotspots at 73 Ma differs significantly fromshow northward motion inferred from palaeopoles determined entirely
that at 57 Ma. The reconstructed 57 Ma pole lies 9°, and theor mainly from seamount magnetism. The star shows the northward

motion inferred from the anomaly 32 skewness pole determined in reconstructed 73 Ma pole lies 16°, from the north pole of the
this paper. Solid triangles show the results from other palaeopoles coordinate system fixed with respect to the Pacific hotspots.
determined entirely from skewness data. The northward motion of a The 16° distance between the 73 Ma pole and the north pole
dated volcano (circles) is the present latitude of the volcano minus of the hotspot reference frame is larger than the 13° southward
the present latitude of Kilauea (19.6°N). The northward motion of motion of the Hawaiian hotspot since 73 Ma inferred above,
a palaeomagnetic datum is the present latitude of either a drill site

because the 16° distance incorporates differences in both
(if the datum consists of inclination-only data from a single site) or a

declination and inclination, as seen from the location on the
reference site along the Hawaiian–Emperor chain (if the datum is a

Pacific plate that was above the hotspot at 73 Ma (47.9°N,palaeomagnetic pole) minus the palaeolatitude of that site. Error
169.0°E in our rotation model), whereas the 13° distance onlybars are 1-D 95 per cent confidence limits. Straight lines (solid) were
includes the effect of the difference in inclination.fit to two subsets of Hawaiian–Emperor age dates: the young seg-

ment extends to 43 Ma and is best fit by a line with a slope of Also shown in Fig. 22 are mean continental palaeomagnetic
0.30°±0.04° Myr−1 (95 per cent confidence limits) and an intercept poles reconstructed relative to hotspots in the African and
of 0.87°±1.14° (95 per cent confidence limits), and the old segment Indian oceans, as determined by Besse & Courtillot (1991)
extends from 43 to 90 Ma and is best fit by a line with a slope of from 20-Myr-long age intervals centred on 50, 60, 70, and
0.50°±0.09° Myr−1 (95 per cent confidence limits) and an intercept 80 Ma. Neither the Pacific nor the Indo–Atlantic set of poles
of −8.53°±5.1° (95 per cent confidence limits). The two dashed lines

incorporates uncertainties in the reconstructions of the plates
show an interpretation of the palaeomagnetically determined north-

relative to the hotspots; no published method has shown how
ward motion discussed in the text. Figure modified from Gordon &

to estimate these uncertainties correctly. The Pacific hotspotCape (1981) and Petronotis et al. (1994). Other sources of data include
57 Ma pole differs insignificantly from the Indo–Atlantic 60 MaKono (1980), Suárez & Molnar (1980), Prince et al. (1980), Epp et al.
pole, indicating consistency with the assumption of the Pacific(1983), Sager (1987), Sager & Pringle (1988), and Vasas et al.

(in preparation). hotspots being stationary relative to the Indo–Atlantic hotspots
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T he palaeomagnetic pole of the Pacific plate 245

Figure 22. Pacific (57 and 73 Ma) and non-Pacific (50, 60, 70, and 80 Ma; Besse & Courtillot 1991) palaeomagnetic poles positioned in a fixed

hotspot reference frame. Meridians and parallels are shown every 10° (stereographic projection).

Table 2. Rotation of the Pacific plate relative to the hotspots hotspots (Fig. 22), and lies respectively 13.8° and 17.6° from

the two poles. There are many possible explanations for this
Age Latitude Longitude V difference, including the following: (1) a large bias, including

(Myr) °N °E (degrees)
that caused by a large non-dipole component of the field, in

one or more of the poles; (2) substantial motion of Pacific
3 61.000 −95.000 3.000

hotspots relative to Indo–Atlantic hotspots between 57 and5 61.700 −82.800 4.800
73 Ma; and (3) substantial errors in the reconstructions from20 68.000 −75.000 19.000
~57 to ~73 Ma of the Pacific plate, the Indo–Atlantic plates,43 64.200 −58.400 32.800

65 51.168 −75.185 41.240 or both relative to the hotspots. It would be possible to
80 46.497 −78.694 45.836 distinguish better between some of these explanations if there
95 43.986 −76.299 62.616 were more high-resolution Pacific palaeomagnetic poles deter-

mined from skewness, in particular so that the pattern of APW
Each rotation reconstructs the Pacific plate relative to the hot-

of Pacific hotspots was better established.
spots from its present position to its position at the stated age. From

R. G. Gordon, unpublished reconstructions.

CONCLUSIONS

Numerical experiments on the variation of anomalous skew-for the past 60 Myr. Within the joint uncertainties of the
ness over the range of observed spreading rates indicate little,57 Ma Pacific hotspot pole and 60 Ma Indo–Atlantic hotspot
if any, dependence on spreading half-rate over the range ofpole, however, differences of up to ~10° are possible. In any
~25 to ~90 mm yr−1. The new chron 32 pole is consistentevent, the agreement between the poles, both of which are
with palaeocolatitudes inferred from the palaeomagnetism ofoffset from the present spin axis (i.e. the north pole of the
igneous rocks recovered in vertical, azimuthally unorientedhotspot reference frame) in a similar direction, suggests that
cores and from palaeoequatorial sediment facies, but differsthe Pacific and Indo–Atlantic hotspots have had a common
significantly from seamount poles. We attribute the differencecomponent of motion relative to the spin axis, as might be
to unmodelled errors in the seamount poles, mainly in theexpected as a consequence of true polar wander.
declinations. Comparison with the northward motion inferredIn contrast, the 73 Ma pole for the Pacific hotspots differs

significantly from the 70 and 80 Ma poles for the Indo–Atlantic from dated volcanoes along the Hawaiian–Emperor seamount
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